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Abstract. Investing, one among the sources of financial gain is currently becoming crucial publicly eyes. The right decision of 
investment could possibly lead to a significantly higher income than keeping money aside. However, this type of income is uncertain 
and requires more volatility to gain good returns. As there are many risk-averse investors who tend to be more cautious and most 
of the time does not satisfy with the results, a modern portfolio theory has emerged and become the bridge between safer 
investment and good returns. The theory is called Optimal Modern Portfolio found by Harry Markowitz, which combines the assets 
with possible low correlations to reduce the similarity across the components which then also decrease the amount of standard 
deviations. Constructing a portfolio sometimes can be done by indexing an existing market to be used as the benchmark, but 
somehow the cost of investing in market index is incredibly expensive. In this study, a portfolio will be constructed by indexing the 
LQ45 market with less number of stocks and possibly smaller amount of costs. The result is expected to become the alternative for 
investors to make an investment in a portfolio consisting part of components in LQ45 with a lower cost than the market.  
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INTRODUCTION 
  
For the past years, Investment market in Indonesia has become attractive for people to start planting their money on diversified 
assets. According to the data of Jakarta Stock Exchange Composite Index (JKSE), the number of investors has been scaling up from 
nearly year 2001 until present. The chart’s movement of the prices determines the enthusiastic of people on coming to investment 
market in Indonesia. In addition, the economic condition and politic rearrangement has successfully engaged foreign investors to 
the market and gain positive insights which ranks up Indonesia to the second place in ‘Best Country to Invest’ after Philippines 
(usnews.com, 2018) 
 
Unfortunately, the indexes that are available in the market such as LQ45, IDX30, etc. cannot be traded and owned by investors, 
and that is one of the reasons why ETFs are created to index the market. However, in the primary market ETFs require high number 
of minimum investment in terms of creation unit and owned by mostly institutional investors, meanwhile in the secondary market 
the assets are less liquid. Based on that fact, ETFs still does not reach out some investors with limited funds. Therefore, this paper 
aims to give alternative for investors in the form of a newly made portfolio, indexing in existing market (LQ45) with lower possible 
cost of investing. The type of data on this study will be secondary since the lists of the components are taken from Indonesia Stock 
Exchange data stream, and prices of the five years period (2014-2019) risk-free rate, and Customer Price Index (CPI) are completely 
derived from investing.com official website.   
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Capital market is the venue for suppliers and capital seekers to do a beneficial mutualism transaction which will contribute to the 
economic exposure in one’s specified scope of areas. One of the products that is being traded in capital market is index funds, the 
portfolio that is managed passively in order to imitate a particular benchmark with a wide diversification and low-cost management 
(Fuchs & Götschi, 2017) This type of investment was initiated to be exclusively available for institutional investors but now is being 
offered in the market for private investors as well. The rapid development of science in the world of capital market has led to a 
theory first put forward by (Markowitz, 1923) about the establishment of a modern portfolio theory which let investors to make 
their own diversified assets by doing numbers of calculation regarding the returns, risk, and relationship between broad class of 
assets. 
 
According to Francis and Doengchol (2013) A modern portfolio theory (MPT) refers to the maximization of the expected returns 
and acceptable levels of portfolio risk with selected components using historical data and quantified models. The past historical 
returns, covariances and correlations are the basic terms for inputs in generating a portfolio. (p. 113) The trade-off between the 
risk and return which is mathematically computed by standard deviation, will be the main focus of MPT to be completely 
characterized using the linear constraints optimization structure (Maier-Paape & Zhu, 2018). However, this theory was actually 
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built for risk-averse investors who require the lowest possible risk for a desirable level of returns (Emanuelsson & Marling, 2012) 
since the bottom line of the theory was practically resulted from the assumptions that investors are risk-averse, rational and tend 
to access the same information (Senthilnathan, 2013)  
 
The word risk-aversion was repeatedly mentioned in the theory of Modern Portfolio. Risk-aversion theory is commonly defined as 
something that is closely related to the existence of risk premium, how people require a “premium” as the means to compensate 
the difference between the expected value of the returns and its certainty equivalent (Montesanno,1988) or risk-aversion as a 
mean preserving spreads, how an increase in risk could lead to a reduction of individuals’ preference (Chew, Karni, & Safra 1987). 
In terms of portfolio investment, there is one measurable function, which is utility value that unifies the index of risk aversion of 
investors, the expected return and variance of the portfolio (Bodie, Kane, & Marcus, 2014) and this calculation interprets the utility 
curve as a function of risk premium demanded by the investors (Pratt, 1964 and Arrow, 1965 as cited by Meyer & Meyer, 2006) 
and so, defines the proportion of assets within the portfolio. Sharpe Ratio, the measurement of returns of each unit level of risks, 
has been one that related with the risk aversion and portfolio management (Sharpe, 1966 as cited by Sharpe, 1994) In practical 
implementations, the input for Sharpe Ratio uses historic data (ex-ante) which assumed to be at least the basis of predictive ability 
(ex-post) (Sharpe, 1994)  
 
Later on the execution of the portfolio management for this paper, a study of capital market theory will be taken off. Mean 
reversion, will be the basis for assessing the final class of assets chosen to be proposed to alternatives for investors. Mean-
reversion, the theory that relies on the worst-performing stocks assumes that those stocks tend to reefer back to its normalcy 
(Roberts & Liew, 2013) 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
As it was explained in introduction part, the data used is secondary data which is taken from the official website that keep the 
track records of all stocks listed in LQ45. Figure 1-1 shows the flowchart of how the researcher examine the data until the final 
part. The first thing is to start collecting data in which the data will be analyzed in the next step to produce three general aspects: 
Standard deviaton, average return, and aveerage excess return. The sequencing will be done to divide the class of assets into four 
quadrants in each of the semester. Each class will be examined using Markowitz analysis with biggest Sharpe Ratio as the objective. 
The stocks then will be chosen regarding their performances, and ended with the output of proposal of list of stocks that is 
expected to perform good in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Flowchart of Methodology Framework 
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1. Data Collection
Data collection includes all activities where the author discovers and collects relevant information. Starting from the name of 
all 45 stocks for each period of time that listed in LQ45. Since it is a two times per year data, and the time-scope of the 
observation is within 5 years, then there is a total of ten combination of different components. The prices should also cover 
the given periods in the form of monthly data. The inflation is substracted from the customer price index in Indonesia in the 
past 5 years and lastly the government bond’s data is used to calculate the risk free rate.  
2. Data analysis 
Since the previously collected data does now provide specific information about input parameters to create a modern portfolio 
theory, initial calculation of some of the information is required as the main part of data analysis step. Therefore researcher 
will realize these outputs from the calculation: 
- Average return, 
- Average excess return, and 
- Standard deviation 
3. Stocks Sequencing  
Average return is the critical input that will be used as a parameter to arrange the stocks in the order that lines from the largest 
to the smallest. This sequence is repeatedly made for every semester from year 2014 until the beginning of 2019. 
4. Classification 
To create less numbers of stocks in the portfolio, the classification is needed. The list of stocks that has been put in order will 
then be classified into four quadrants. This division is based on the performance of listed stocks in terms of its average returns. 
For total of 45 stocks, the top 12 stocks are classified as high-performed stocks, the second quarter are the 11 stocks that 
belongs to medium-high class, continued with 11 medium-low stocks, and the last 11 names are defined as the worst-
performed stocks in that semester.  
5. Markowitz Analysis 
The theory of markowitz modern portfolio will finally be applied. The stocks in each quadrant in every semester will be assessed 
independently, in order to generate the weight and list stocks should be taken into account in the newly made portfolio. This 
theory used the solver add-ins feature in Microsoft Excel to produce the weight on stocks that is expected to give the portfolio 
optimal result (highest return in the lowest possible level of risk). In this case, the objective cell of the solver is the sharpe ratio. 
6. Sharpe Ratio  
Sharpe Ratio, which indicates the amount of return the investor will get for each unit of risk, can be simply calculated with the 
solver as the objective cell. This ratio, which theoritically the slope of Capital Allocation Line (CAL), will later be used to see the 
comparison  of the performance of stocks for all semesters and therefore the author can make assumptions about which class 
should be taken into consideration for further investment strategy. 
7. Output 
After assessing the performance of group of stocks, the author will choose which investment strategy should be used to make 
a decision, looking at the pattern of historical records of LQ45’s data. Also, for every quadrants, the pattern on which one of 
four quadrants should the investors rely on will be shown.
 
FINDINGS AND ARGUMENTS 
 
The Table 1-1 shows the main result from the Markowitz examination. The aspects emerged from the assessment are the returns, 
standard deviation and the Sharpe Ratio for given weight of stocks in a particular portfolio. Some weights using original technique 
of Markowitz most of the time give zero weight for some stocks, therefore the author uses different constraints which lmits any 
stocks to be included at least 1% of the total portfolio. What could be seen from the table is that most of the time, the class which 
gives the best sharpe ratio comes from the quadrant one or two. But however, the data below does not determine the final result 
since the sharpe ratio is only the objective cell of Markowitz assessment in the first place. There will be more data analysis after 
this step. Therefore, the task for the author is to be able to recognize which capital market strategy should be applied to create a 
good investment opportunity in the future.  
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Table 1-1. Table of Optimal Markowitz Portfolio with Highest Sharpe Ratio Objective. Author’s data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The theory of capital market has been continuously developing as the investors are increasing in numbers. The truth of investment 
theory never been really clear to be understood by investors, since the gambles and the useless efforts are still frightening them. 
And most of the time, they jump to a conclusion where a safer investment is better than the risky one, but somehow at the end 
the returns of riskier assets are bigger than the safer one. A portfolio, which combines several assets in order to reduce risk 
amongst the assets is used to help investors realize that sometimes investing in risky assets could be beneficial too. The Markowitz 
theory is the main idea of this paper and all the data are assessed by this theory. Actually, a further step of choosing the capital 
market strategy is used after the clear pattern of the investment opportunity in LQ45 has been seen. Before the author finally 
makes a decision on which strategy should be used, the data that is done using the markowitz theory should be compared with 
the actual performance for chosen stocks. Therefore, the researcher can construct a clear vision of the pattern and finally comes 
to a conclusion which class of stocks should be set as the best class to invest. This class then defines the lists of stock should be 
chosen and the best for future investment.  
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